Brainstorming the disadvantages of automation and robotics

1. can find good restaurants near you
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
4. __________________________
5. __________________________
6. __________________________
7. __________________________
8. __________________________
9. __________________________
10. __________________________
11. __________________________
12. __________________________
13. __________________________
14. __________________________
15. __________________________
16. __________________________
17. __________________________
18. __________________________
19. __________________________
20. __________________________
Brainstorming the disadvantages of automated and robotic devices (possible answers)

1. You get angry when they break down.
2. They can talk too much and be very annoying.
3. They are not perfect. Sometimes they cannot cope with unusual situations.
5. They might be used for war/for carrying bombs etc,
6. You might become dependent on them.
7. They frequently have error messages.
8. They might break down and you can’t repair them.
9. When they break down they might be difficult and expensive to fix.
10. They cannot perform some functions ie. picking up small, rolling objects.
11. They can be hacked. Hackers can take control of them.
12. Their music might not have “feeling” or “soul”.
13. They could disobey you.
14. They might spy on you and record your private life.